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More Than a Student Planner...  
More Than a Time Management Tool...

Published in partnership with CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 – the world’s most comprehensive and effective youth development program

Each layout is designed to:
Cultivate lifelong organizational skills for academic and career success.•
Provide features that keep parents involved with their children’s education •
and strengthen communication between home and classroom.
Offer People of Character examples to help teachers and parents/guardians initiate character •
value discussions at home and inspire students through independent reading.
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Each year we feature 48 new People of
Character Discussion Ideas designed to…

See charactercounts.org.

Academic Competency•
Social–Emotional Growth•
The Six Pillars of Character®•
A Positive School Climate•

Our People of Character Discussion Ideas may be used in conjunction 
with each of these and other youth development strategies:

PBIS•
21st Century Skills•
Common Core•
Whole Child•
Social & Emotional Learning•
Anti-Bullying/Pro-Kindness•
Critical Thinking•
John Wooden’s Pyramid of Success•
Steven Covey’s Seven Habits •

Serve as the primary resource for schools to 
implement or reinforce the principles of the
CHARACTER COUNTS!® 5.0 four Wheels of Success
promoting:
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The goals of education are dramatically broader than they were a decade ago. Today’s
educational community faces a huge task. Not only must teachers and administrators help
students meet established academic objectives, but they are also challenged with encouraging
and nurturing both their social/emotional growth and character development.

In continued partnership with the nonprofit Josephson Institute, we at Alliance Publishing are
pleased to announce the new CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agendas, designed to
introduce youth to the CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Wheels of Success program. Our
innovative student planners serve as a comprehensive resource for the implementation and
reinforcement of the Institute’s Model Standards for Academic, Social, Emotional, and
Character Development. These standards for student success in the classroom and beyond
have been carefully established based upon current research and the hands-on experience of
thousands of educators.

As in previous years, the 2017-2018 CHARACTER COUNTS! School Agendas promote 
The Six Pillars of Character® (Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring, and
Citizenship). This is done through the Character Wheel of Success. The other two wheel
domains featured in our planners – the Academic and Social/Emotional Wheels of Success –
address, respectively, the educational values, beliefs, and attitudes and social/emotional skills
and traits students must possess in order to be college 
and career ready. 

The 48 weekly people of character discussion ideas featured throughout the CHARACTER
COUNTS! School Agendas provide teachers with an easy way to integrate these 5.0 Wheels
of Success domains into the classroom through the use of alphanumeric codes linking back to
the Josephson Institute’s Model Standards. By focusing on the various components of each
discussion idea as presented in our elementary, column elementary, middle/junior high, and
high school/college planners (primary agendas focus on a more basic Six Pillars of Character
theme), educators are aided in both meeting today’s overall educational mission and putting
youth on the path to success. An added benefit of the three 5.0 student-related wheels being
focused upon consistently throughout the school year? … 
A positive, respectful, and safe school climate.

Please call us today at 1-800-518-5176. Our agenda consultants will be happy to provide you
with a quote based on your school’s needs and discuss how our new CHARACTER
COUNTS! 5.0-infused agendas can enhance your school climate while preparing your
students for success today and tomorrow.

Sincerely,

Greg Pappas
President
Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc.

Dear Principal/Agenda Buyer,
A Message from the Publisher
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HOW TO USE OUR PEOPLE     OF C
A Planner That Improves Students’ Academic Competency,         Social

1. CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Wheels of Success Domain
Each week highlights one of the 5.0 Wheels of Success domains (Academic, Social/Emotional, and Character) and an
accompanying statement for students promoting a related value, skill, or character trait. A corresponding alphanumeric code for
teachers refers back to specific information contained in the Josephson Institute’s 5.0 Model Standards (see them here:
https://charactercounts.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/MODELSTANDARD-080713.pdf) to further enhance the weekly lesson.

2.  Person of Character Biography
A different person of character, who demonstrates one of the Wheels of Success domains and a corresponding value, skill, or
character trait, is featured each week. Included are an original drawing, brief biography, inspirational quotation, informational
website, and student command statement promoting the week’s value, skill, or trait (also coded for teacher use with Josephson’s
Model Standards). This area helps teachers illustrate to students the ways people have applied the Wheels of Success in their
lives and provides families with topics for home discussion.

3.  Value-, Skill-, or Character Trait-Related Contribution
Here each person’s biography has been matched to a specific Wheel of Success value, skill, or character trait to illustrate the
topic of the week and further highlight the person’s positive impact on the world through qualities that define student success.

4. Question/Exercise
Designed to spark school and home conversation about the topic of the week, the question/exercise section helps students
relate to the Wheels of Success and provides guidance on how they can integrate them into their own lives. The
questions/exercises provide teachers with ready-made mini lesson plans to introduce or emphasize 5.0 in their classrooms.  

TO REQUEST A QUOTE AND A FREE SAMPLE,
call 1-800-518-5176 or visit 
www.ccschoolagendas.com.

The CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agendas are a comprehensive resource to implement and reinforce the Josephson Institute’s
CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Wheels of Success program. When used in conjunction with the Institute’s Model Standards for
Academic, Social, Emotional, and Character Development, these unique learning tools can take students’ academic and personal
success to the next level.

College and Career Ready … 
Preparing our kids to be college and career ready means nurturing their minds, as well as their character and emotional well-
being. A college and career ready individual is educated, possesses good social skills, is emotionally stable, and is guided by
universally accepted character values. The topics addressed in our people of character discussion ideas, whether read
independently or as part of a schoolwide effort, will aid in developing these standards required to succeed in life.

Discussion Ideas Help Teachers Easily Introduce 5.0
Our people of character discussion ideas (like the one of former President Dwight D. Eisenhower on the facing page) have been
designed to provide teachers with an easy way to integrate the student-related 5.0 Wheels of Success domains (Academic,
Social/Emotional, and Character) into the classroom through the use of alphanumeric codes linking back to the Josephson
Institute’s Model Standards (a pdf of them can be found at: https://charactercounts.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/
MODELSTANDARD-080713.pdf). By focusing on the different components of each discussion idea as shown, educators are
given a simple method for helping today’s youth become personal successes in their very own schools, homes, and
communities. 

DISCUSSION IDEAS DELIVERED IN FOUR SIMPLE AREAS:
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  OF CHARACTER DISCUSSION IDEAS
     Social/Emotional Growth, and Character Development

5.0 Domain1

Biography2 Contribution3

Question/
Exercise4
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THE 48 PEOPLE OF CHARACTER      FOU
Listed in order of appearance with their respective CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Model
Standards Domains of Student Development – Academic, Social/Emotional, and Character
– and corresponding values, skills, and character traits.
August:
Monique Péan – Academic Domain – Make Ethical Decisions (Primary: Be Responsible for Consequences of Your Choices)
Jewelry designer who creates one-of-a-kind pieces with sustainable materials while raising awareness of art, culture, global environmental issues, and fair
trade practices 
Jill Kinmont Boothe – Social/Emotional Domain – Be Positive (Primary: Keep a Positive Outlook)
Former Olympic hopeful skier who, after suffering an accident that left her paralyzed, embraced her new life to become a painter and schoolteacher
Momofuku Ando – Academic Domain – Be Innovative (Primary: Work Hard)
Visionary inventor who tackled the problem of world hunger with his invention of instant noodles 
Adolphe Sax – Social/Emotional Domain – Persevere (Primary: Persevere)
Belgian musician who overcame many difficulties to invent an entire family of valved brass instruments, the most famous being the saxophone    
Jennifer Bricker – Character Domain – Be Self-Reliant (Primary: Be Self-Reliant)
Professional acrobat and aerialist, born without legs and left at a Romanian orphanage, whose adoptive parents helped instill within her a “never say ‘can’t’”
attitude

September:
Dr. Nathan Wolfe – Academic Domain – Make Rational Decisions (Primary: Think Long-Term)
Virologist who, in working to combat worldwide epidemics, aims to create an early warning system to predict and contain contagious diseases before they spread
Sir Isaac Newton – Academic Domain – Use Your Knowledge (Primary: Duty)
English physicist, mathematician, philosopher, astronomer, and scientist most famous for his law of gravitation; considered “one of the great minds of the 17th
century Scientific Revolution”  
Olivia Quigley – Social/Emotional Domain – Be Resilient and Courageous (Primary: Be Diligent)
Autistic Special Olympics athlete who put her treatments for breast cancer on hold to compete in the world games
Roger Williams – Character Domain – Live With Integrity (Primary: Make All You Do Worth of Pride)
Famous 20th century pianist known for entertaining U.S. presidents, performing to raise money for charitable causes, and championing music education

October:
“Papa” Joe Bradford – Character Domain – Be Reliable (Primary: Reliability)
A positive male role model for kids in unstable environments and a founder of Elijah’s Heart, a nonprofit dedicated to meeting the emotional and physical needs
of underprivileged children
Lisa Leslie – Social/Emotional Domain – Accept Yourself (Primary: Be Candid)
Former professional basketball player and Olympian heavily involved in charitable causes aimed at helping young people reach their full potential
Rochelle Ripley – Character Domain – Keep Your Promises (Primary: Keep Your Promises)
Descendant of Orthodox Jewish Holocaust survivors who, through hawkwing, Inc., the all-volunteer nonprofit she established, delivers goods and services to her
fellow American Indians 
Emma Thompson – Academic Domain – Find the Best Possible Solutions to Your Problems (Primary: Look Out for Those Who Care About You)
Nurse who turns his sons’ wheelchairs into magical creations each Halloween and works through his nonprofit, Magic Wheelchair, to also transform the
wheelchairs of other kids unable to walk

November:
Rueben Martínez – Social/Emotional Domain – Create Positive Relationships (Primary: Help Your Community Be Better)
Writer, speaker, and college faculty member whose bookstore, which he once ran out of his barbershop, serves as a nonprofit supporting the educational
interests of youth in his community
Inez Milholland – Social/Emotional Domain – Communicate Effectively (Primary: Respect Principles of Democracy)
Lawyer, war correspondent, and orator who in 1913 led 8,000 suffragettes to Washington, DC, to take a stand for women’s voting rights
Monique Pool – Character Domain – Protect the Environment (Primary: Protect the Environment)
Environmental activist who founded Green Heritage Fund Suriname to rehabilitate and release sloths and other rainforest animals affected by deforestation and
urban expansion 
Confucius – Academic Domain – Expand Your Mind (Primary: Pursue the Common Good)
Influential Chinese philosopher, teacher, and political figure whose teachings focused both on creating ethical models of family and public interaction and
making education widely available
Maria Teresa Kumar – Character Domain – Participate in the Democratic Process (Primary: Make Things Better by Voting)
Founding president and chief executive officer of the nonpartisan Voto Latino, which encourages Latino voters and political candidates and supports young
Hispanics in creating a better tomorrow 

December:
Aidan Knaus – Character Domain – Support Others (Primary: Give Time to Make Someone’s Life Better)
Teen with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and autism who volunteers much of his time to escort the residents of a local veterans’ medical center to their
canteen, chapel, and therapy
Emily Blunt – Social/Emotional Domain – Be Empathetic (Primary: Show Concern for Others)
Award-winning actress who overcame severe stuttering in her youth and now uses her fame to raise awareness of the speech disorder and inspire those who
have it
Grace O’Brien – Character Domain – Be Charitable (Primary: Be Altruistic)
Young founder of Ears for Years, Inc., a nonprofit that gives deaf kids in developing countries a chance for a better life by providing them with low-cost solar-
powered hearing aids 
Chester Jackson – Academic Domain – Connect With Your Community (Primary: Give Support to Make Someone Else’s Life Better)
Georgia mechanic who gives his money and time to refurbish old bicycles for children in his community who do not have them

January:
Joshua Goldenberg – Social/Emotional Domain – Change the World for the Better (Primary: Be Fair)
Boy whose efforts to promote Braille signage in stores led to the birth of The Joshua Project, through which he strives to give blind people such as himself greater
independence
Carlos Noriega – Academic Domain – Be Open to New Experiences (Primary: Be Open-Minded)
Retired U.S. Marine Corps helicopter pilot and NASA astronaut who helped construct the International Space Station 
Benjamin O. Davis Jr. – Character Domain – Treat Others With Respect (Primary: Treat People Equally)
The first black West Point cadet and Air Force general; later appointed U.S. Department of Transportation director of civil security
Christina Lang – Character Domain – Make Fair Decisions (Primary: Make Decisions Without Prejudice)
Record-breaking swimmer who lost her left leg just below the knee as a child; aspires to make her name known at the 2020 Paralympics in Japan
Dwight E. Eisenhower – Social/Emotional Domain – Demonstrate Leadership (Primary: Make Decisions on Proper Considerations)
Former U.S. president who earned recognition as one of the nation’s greatest military figures for commanding the victorious Allied forces during World War II

“I hope to inspire and motivate
others to believe that anything
is truly possible.” 

- Jennifer Bricker  

“You must try to generate
happiness within yourself. If you
aren’t happy in one place,
chances are you won’t be happy
anyplace.” 

- Ernie Banks 

“We’re all children of this earth,
and we need to work together
so that everyone has a chance
at having a decent life.” 

- Rochelle Ripley 

“To me there has never been a
higher source of earthly honor
or distinction than that
connected with advances in
science.” 

- Sir Isaac Newton

All illustrations provided by Kaso Comics, Inc. Artwork by Ed Coutts, Anthony Cacioppo, Ken Langraf, and Gary Scott Beatty. 
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  FOUND IN 2017-2018 EDITION

How We Select Our People of Character
Much care goes into selecting the people featured in our agendas. The 48 individuals profiled in our elementary, column elementary, middle/jr.
high, and high school/college editions have been chosen based upon how well their lives or individual actions represent the CHARACTER
COUNTS!® 5.0 Wheels of Success Domains of Student Development and their corresponding values, skills, and character traits. No one is
ever perfect, but we are presenting people whose personal strengths or particular acts of character are well documented. 

“Be bold; be brave enough to
be your true self.”  

- Queen Latifah 

“Hope is the thing with feathers
that perches in the soul – and
sings the tunes without the
words – and never stops at all.” 

- Emily Dickinson

“What would [give] me fear is
regret for the things I didn’t do
… I want to be able to say, ‘I
tried. I did the best I could.’” 

- Rubén Blades

“Education is power. It is just like
a light in complete darkness.” 

- Ziauddin Yousafzai

February:
Mary-Pat Hector – Social/Emotional Domain – Manage Conflicts Peacefully (Primary: Nonviolence)
Founder of Youth in Action, which motivates young people to take a stand on such issues as bullying, drugs, and gun violence, and organizer of her own anti-gun
violence billboard campaign
Emily Dickinson – Character Domain – Respect Others’ Privacy (Primary: Respect the Privacy of All Individuals)
Nineteenth century poet whose unique writing style, along with the nearly 1,800 poems she penned, greatly influenced poets of later years
Cory Witherill – Academic Domain – Be Dedicated to Education (Primary: Respect the Autonomy of Others)
Navajo who in 2001 became the first American Indian to race in the Indianapolis 500; today works to educate American Indian youth about the dangers of alcohol and
tobacco use
Sharina Jones – Character Domain – Help Others Make Healthy Choices in Their Lives (Primary: Help Others Make Good Choices About Their Lives)
Mother who, despite her inability to walk after being the victim of a shooting at age five, inspires others to reach their greatest potential and advocates for those with
disabilities

March:
Anjana Murali – Academic Domain – Think Critically (Primary: Judge Others on Their Abilities, Not Gender)
Young woman who created Queen’s Game, a day camp that introduces girls to chess while teaching them valuable life skills and driving home the message it is not a
game for boys alone
Mo’ne Davis – Character Domain – Be Courteous and Polite (Primary: Be Courteous and Polite)
Teen who made headlines as the first girl in Little League World Series history to earn a win and pitch a shutout yet humbly noted she would not have been in the
spotlight without her teammates
Simón Bolívar – Character Domain – Do What Should be Done (Primary: Respect the Freedom of All Individuals)
Venezuelan military leader respected worldwide for his dedication to freeing South Americans from the oppression of Spanish rule and devotion to the continent’s fight
for independence
Adam Beach – Social/Emotional Domain – Live Out Your Values and Beliefs (Primary: Respect the Dignity of All Individuals)
American Indian actor who serves as a strong role model for his tribe; established the nonprofit Adam Beach Foundation to foster suicide prevention and awareness
among native youth

April:
Ernie Banks – Character Domain – Be Sincere (Primary: Be Sincere)
Professional baseball player who became the first African American to play for the Chicago Cubs, was dubbed “Mr. Sunshine,” and earned esteem as one of the
sport’s greatest players
J.K. Rowling – Social/Emotional Domain – Display Self-Confidence (Primary: Have the Courage to Try Even When You Might Fail)
Writer whose Harry Potter book series, which inspired a love of reading among a new generation of adolescents, teaches lessons of acceptance, friendship, and loyalty 
Ziauddin Yousafzai – Character Domain – Respect Another’s Civil Rights (Primary: Have the Courage to Do What is Right)
Educator, Pakistani diplomat, and father of Nobel Peace Prize-winning activist Malala Yousafzai, with whom he founded the Malala Fund to enable girls to obtain a
safe, quality education
Queen Latifah – Academic Domain – Think Independently (Primary: Build and Guard Your Reputation)
Award-winning hip-hop artist, actress, talk show host, and executive producer; offers a positive voice in rap music, through which she sends messages of self-worth,
respect, and empowerment

May:
Jake LaFerriere – Social/Emotional Domain – Demonstrate Flexibility (Primary: Be Compassionate)
Former firefighter who, upon meeting kids with severe burns while undergoing burn treatments himself, created Firefighters for Healing to support young burn victims
and their families  
Dr. Lillie Rosa Minoka-Hill – Character Domain – Be Loyal (Primary: Help People in Need)
The second American Indian woman to earn a doctor of medicine degree; known for her generosity in providing care to people at modest amounts they could afford
Konner Sauve – Character Domain – Demonstrate the Importance of Character (Primary: Be Kind)
Young man who spent much of his senior year in high school making over 650 anonymous online posts, each reflecting heartfelt, kind words about his fellow students
Margaret Bourke-White – Academic Domain – Be Perceptive and Observant (Primary: Be Considerate)
Pioneering photojournalist best known for her career with Life magazine; recognized as the first female documentary photographer authorized to work with the U.S.
armed forces
Gayatri Datar – Social/Emotional Domain – Set Goals for Yourself (Primary: Be Empathetic)
Cofounder of EarthEnable, which works to provide affordable, sanitary flooring made of gravel, sand, and clay to people worldwide who would otherwise live and sleep
on dirt floors

June:
Kiah Williams – Academic Domain – Be Curious (Primary: Get the Facts)
Young entrepreneur who founded SIRUM, a nonprofit corporation that saves lives by utilizing technology to provide unopened, unexpired medications to people in need
Rubén Blades – Character Domain – Meet Your Civil Responsibilities (Primary: Participate in Making Things Better)
Prominent Hispanic actor and award-winning salsa songwriter and composer; gives much of his time in service of others
Lynn Peters Adler – Social/Emotional Domain – Express Gratitude (Primary: Consider What People Have to Say)
Founder and director of the National Centenarian Awareness Project, which stresses the importance of seniors and their contributions to society in honoring those
who’ve lived to age 100
Sadie T.M. Alexander – Character Domain – Respect Just Laws (Primary: Observe Just Laws)
Lawyer and civil rights activist who became the first black woman in the U.S. to earn a doctorate in economics, pass the Pennsylvania bar exam, or serve on a U.S.
presidential commission

PLEASE NOTE: Designed for your youngest students, our primary agendas also feature our people of character
but focus on a more basic Six Pillars of Character® theme, with each month devoted to one of The Six Pillars
(Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring, and Citizenship). Pillar-related character traits
associated with each person’s primary agenda biography are listed in parentheses.



School Climate
The fourth and final wheel of success
focuses on a positive culture which
consists of five components.
School Climate outcomes
embodied in the climate dimension
of the CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0
student development strategy
address all essential dimensions of
the Positive Behavior Interventions
and Supports (PBIS) program.

Social/Emotional
The second wheel of success focuses on
the values, attitudes, mindsets, and skills
commonly embraced in the concept of
emotional intelligence. These critical
non-intellectual traits and qualities are
essential to personal well-being, life
satisfaction and various aspects of
personal and career success.

Character
The third wheel of success focuses on
the values, attitudes, mindsets, and
skills that assist each student reach
his/her development and
understanding of The Six Pillars of
Character. Developmental outcomes
embodied in the character
dimension of the CHARACTER
COUNTS! 5.0 student development
strategy address all six pillars traits
necessary in the development of a safe
and caring learning environment.

Academic
The first wheel of success focuses on the
values, attitudes, mindsets, and skills that
assist each student reach his/her
intellectual and academic potential.
Educational outcomes embodied in
the academic dimension of the
CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 student
development strategy address all
essential dimensions of the Common
Core standards on cognitive and
intellectual development.
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The World’s Most Comprehensive and Effective
Youth Development Program

CHARACTER COUNTS!® 5.0 is not a one-size-fits-all

program nor a scope and sequence curriculum.

Introduced in July 2015, it integrates the FOUR

WHEELS OF SUCCESS – Academic Competency

(keyed to Common Core), Social-Emotional Growth

(including 21st Century college and career readiness),

Character Development (built upon The Six Pillars of

Character®) and Positive School Climate (including

school safety and anti-bullying strategies). An initiative

of the nonprofit Josephson Institute, CHARACTER

COUNTS!, and our Pursuing Victory With Honor®

sports program, it has been successfully instituted in

schools, youth serving organizations, and

communities through a wide range of trainings,

consultation and support resources.

OUR PARTNER...



Getting Started
CHARACTER COUNTS! provides a practical

approach and tools to braid CC! strategies with other

programs such as PBIS to foster positive climate

change in order to produce exceptional results in the

academic, social, emotional, and character

development domains by infusing six core ethical and

performance values and traits into the DNA of your

school.

When properly implemented, CHARACTER COUNTS!

is an immersive program connecting staff and

students through a shared language and framework of

values called The Six Pillars of Character

(Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility,
Fairness, Caring, and Citizenship). It fosters a

positive environment that has been shown to improve

overall attendance and test scores while reducing

negative incidents such as bullying and discipline

referrals. Give us a call to discuss your

implementation needs at 800-711-2670 or submit a

request at charactercounts.org/request.

It takes teamwork in order to succeed.
Much like in sports, there is no “I” in team, and one

person can’t go it alone. In fact, our program

implementation uses the T.E.A.M. approach for

success. We recommend sending one or more

members from the groups listed below to attend

training:

• Administrators

• Counselors

• Teachers

• PTA or extra-curricular activity members

Once you’ve selected your team, it’s important to

establish milestones and expectations for what

success will look like and how it will be measured.

This becomes much easier once you’ve identified,

through pre-analysis, areas of needed improvement.

Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc., exclusive publisher and
sole source provider of the CHARACTER COUNTS! School
Agendas, is proud to be a licensed partner with the Josephson
Institute. Alliance is the only officially licensed firm
authorized to publish and market the CHARACTER
COUNTS! School Agendas. The people of character agenda
concept was conceived by Alliance Publishing to support the
CHARACTER COUNTS! program and help schools implement
character education through a tool that links the classroom to the

home. The agendas displayed in this catalog are researched,
written, and designed by Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc.,
and marketed in conjunction with CHARACTER COUNTS!. You will
find a link to our CHARACTER COUNTS! School Agenda website 
(www.ccschoolagendas.com) by clicking on the “Resources” and
“Partnership Products” headings off of the CHARACTER COUNTS!
website home page (CharacterCounts.org).

Made in America
Alliance is committed to keeping jobs in America and is concerned
about the safety of our children. Many agenda publishers, in their 
efforts to maximize profits, have made the conscious choice to
have their planner components manufactured, printed, and bound
in unregulated foreign countries. We have remained steadfast in
keeping Americans employed and will not risk the safety of our
children for the sake of profit.

LEARN MORE AT
CharacterCounts.org • 800-711-2670

©2017 Josephson Institute. “CHARACTER COUNTS!,” “Pursuing Victory With Honor,” and “The Six Pillars of Character” 
are registered trademarks of Josephson Institute. All rights reserved. charactercounts.org
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REGISTER ONLINE: 
CHARACTERCOUNTS.ORG/MEMBERSHIP 

SIGN UP FOR CC! WEEK:
CHARACTERCOUNTS.ORG/CCWEEK



PRIMARY AGENDA LAYOUT
Assignment calendar begins July 30, 2017, and ends June 30, 2018.
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Ample Space to Record 
Daily Assignments

The Six Pillars of
Character®

Each month emphasizes a different
one of The Six Pillars of Character

(Trustworthiness, Respect,
Responsibility, Fairness, Caring,

and Citizenship). Each week
features a different corresponding
trait. This layout provides teachers

and families with an organized
framework for leading discussions

about good character.

Question/Exercise
The questions and/or exercises in the discussion idea section of the primary agenda are intended to help
teachers and families formulate topics for fundamental discussions about character at the appropriate level as
identified by the adult facilitator. They accompany our character biographies to help students relate to The Six
Pillars of Character and offer them suggestions on how they can practice integrating the topic of the week into
their own lives. 

SIZE: 8 1/2” x 11”

“CHARACTER COUNTS!”, “The Six Pillars of Character” and “The Character Carousel” are registered trademarks of Josephson Institute.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
See pages 22 and 23 for details.

1. PERSONALIZATION
2. SCHOOL HANDBOOK
3. HALL PASSES
4. VINYL POUCHES
5. PLANNING STICKERS
6. TEACHER EDITIONS
7. PAGE-FINDER RULERS
8. WALL CHARTS
9. PEOPLE OF CHARACTER 

POSTERS
10. FOLDERS
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Home/School
Communication Section
encourages correspondence
between teachers and the families
of students. 

Daily Family Member
Signature Block
helps ensure assignments are
reviewed at home.

People of Character
A different influential person of
character, who demonstrates one of
the pillars and traits through his or
her life commitments or specific
actions, is also profiled each week.
Included are an original drawing,
brief biography (written for teachers
and families to review with the
student), inspirational quotation,
and informational website. This
comprehensive character outline
helps teachers depict for their
students how people have
exemplified each pillar and
corresponding trait. 

Several Pages of Resource Materials appropriate for primary school students (grades K-2) are also provided in the CHARACTER
COUNTS!® School Agendas. This information serves as a functional reference tool for students.

• Each layout has been designed to reflect the appropriate CHARACTER COUNTS!® pillar color.

Focuses on a more basic Six Pillars of Character® theme
TRUSTWORTHINESS • RESPECT • RESPONSIBILITY • FAIRNESS • CARING • CITIZENSHIP

Trait-Related Contribution
matches each person’s story to a trait corresponding with the monthly pillar
to illustrate the topic of the week and further highlight the person’s positive
impact on the world and the qualities that define good character.

The Character Carousel®

is a group of friendly animals who
help young children learn about The
Six Pillars of Character®. Each
animal represents a different one of
the pillars: Shinrai the camel
(Trustworthiness); Austus the lion
(Respect); Ansvar the elephant
(Responsibility); Guisto the giraffe
(Fairness); Karina the kangaroo
(Caring); and Kupa the bear
(Citizenship). 

“CHARACTER COUNTS!”, “The Six Pillars of Character” and “The Character Carousel” are registered trademarks of Josephson Institute.

Our 2017-2018 agendas are printed on recycled paper!

TO REQUEST A QUOTE AND A FREE SAMPLE,
call 1-800-518-5176 or visit 
www.ccschoolagendas.com.
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ELEMENTARY AGENDA LAYOUT
Assignment calendar begins July 31, 2017, and ends June 29, 2018.

SIZE: 8 1/2” x 11”

Our 2017-2018 agendas are printed on recycled paper!

Calendar

See pages 4 and 5 for the intended use of the various 
5.0 Wheels of Success agenda sections pictured here.

Several Pages of
Resource Materials

appropriate for elementary
school students

(grades 3-5) are also
provided in the CHARACTER

COUNTS!® School Agendas. This
information serves as a functional

reference tool for students. 

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
See pages 22 and 23 for details.

1. PERSONALIZATION
2. SCHOOL HANDBOOK
3. HALL PASSES
4. VINYL POUCHES
5. PLANNING STICKERS
6. TEACHER EDITIONS
7. PAGE-FINDER RULERS
8. WALL CHARTS
9. PEOPLE OF CHARACTER 

POSTERS
10. FOLDERS
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CHARACTER COUNTS!® 5.0 Wheels of Success Domain
Each week emphasizes one of the CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Wheels of Success (Academic, Social/Emotional,
and Character) and a statement promoting a corresponding value, skill, or character trait. The alphanumeric codes
accompanying the statement and header above it direct educators to a more detailed explanation of each value,
skill, or character trait found in the Josephson Institute’s 5.0 Model Standards. This layout provides teachers with
an organized framework for leading discussions about student success. Each statement also stands alone in
offering students sound advice that may be further explained by teachers and families. 

Daily Family Member
Signature Block
helps ensure assignments are
reviewed at home. 

Home/School 
Communication Section
encourages correspondence between
teachers and the families of students. 

Ample Space to Record 
Daily Assignments

Person of Character Biography 
A different influential person of character, who demonstrates one of the Wheels of Success and a corresponding
value, skill, or character trait through his or her life commitments or specific actions, is profiled each week. Included
are an original drawing, brief biography (written for teachers and families to review with students), inspirational
quotation, informational website, and student command statement promoting the week’s value, skill, or character trait
(also coded for teacher use with Josephson’s Model Standards). This comprehensive character outline helps teachers
depict for their students how people have exemplified each value, skill, or character trait. 

Question/Exercise 
The questions and/or exercises in the
discussion idea section are designed to
stimulate classroom discussion about the
topic of the week. They accompany our
character biographies to help students
relate to the Wheels of Success and offer
them suggestions on how they can practice
integrating the topic into their own lives.
Also for use by families in the student’s
home, the questions/exercises enable
teachers to emphasize and promote
student skills for success in their
classrooms with little or no planning on
their part. 

Value-, Skill-, or Character
Trait-Related Contribution
In this section, we match each person’s
story to a value, skill, or character trait
corresponding with the weekly Wheel of
Success to illustrate the topic of the week
and further highlight the person’s positive
impact on the world and qualities that define
student success.

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.

TO REQUEST A QUOTE AND A FREE SAMPLE,
call 1-800-518-5176 or visit 
www.ccschoolagendas.com.
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AVAILABLE OPTIONS
See pages 22 and 23 for details.

1. PERSONALIZATION
2. SCHOOL HANDBOOK
3. HALL PASSES
4. VINYL POUCHES
5. PLANNING STICKERS
6. TEACHER EDITIONS
7. PAGE-FINDER RULERS
8. WALL CHARTS
9. PEOPLE OF CHARACTER 

POSTERS
10. FOLDERS

COLUMN ELEMENTARY AGENDA LAYOUT
Assignment calendar begins July 30, 2017, and ends June 30, 2018.

SIZE: 8 1/2” x 11”

Daily Family Member
Initial Area

helps ensure assignments are
reviewed at home. 

Home/School 
Communication Section 

encourages correspondence
between teachers and the families

of students. 

Ample Space to Record 
Daily Assignments

Progress Monitoring
Codes For Teacher Use

Our 2017-2018 agendas are printed on recycled paper!

(Also appropriate for middle school use) The column elementary layout includes
many of the planning design features of other popular agendas in addition to our

people of character theme found in our other designs.

See pages 4 and 5 for the intended use of the various 
5.0 Wheels of Success agenda sections pictured here.

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.



Person of Character Biography 
A different influential person of character,
who demonstrates one of the Wheels of
Success and a corresponding value, skill, or
character trait through his or her life
commitments or specific actions, is profiled
each week. Included are an original drawing,
brief biography (written for teachers and
families to review with students),
inspirational quotation, and informational
website. This comprehensive character
outline helps teachers depict for their
students how people have exemplified each
value, skill, or character trait.  

www.ccschoolagendas.com | Call Toll Free: 1-800-518-5176 15

CHARACTER COUNTS!® 5.0 Wheels of Success Domain
Each week emphasizes one of the CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Wheels of Success (Academic, Social/Emotional,
and Character) and a statement promoting a corresponding value, skill, or character trait. The alphanumeric codes
accompanying the statement and header above it direct educators to a more detailed explanation of each value,
skill, or character trait found in the Josephson Institute’s 5.0 Model Standards. This layout provides teachers with
an organized framework for leading discussions about student success. Each statement also stands alone in
offering students sound advice that may be further explained by teachers and families.

Question/Exercise 
The questions and/or exercises in the
discussion idea section are designed to
stimulate classroom discussion about the
topic of the week. They accompany our
character biographies to help students relate
to the Wheels of Success and offer them
suggestions on how they can practice
integrating the topic into their own lives. Also
for use by families in the student’s home,
the questions/exercises enable teachers to
emphasize and promote student skills for
success in their classrooms with little or no
planning on their part. 

Several Pages of Resource Materials appropriate for elementary school students
(grades 3-5) are also provided in the CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agendas. This information serves as
a functional reference tool for students.

Value-, Skill-, or Character
Trait-Related Contribution
In this section, we match each person’s
story to a value, skill, or character trait
corresponding with the weekly Wheel of
Success to illustrate the topic of the
week and further highlight the person’s
positive impact on the world and
qualities that define student success. A
student command statement promoting
the week’s value, skill, or character trait
(also coded for teacher use with
Josephson’s Model Standards) is
featured as well. 

TO REQUEST A QUOTE AND A FREE SAMPLE,
call 1-800-518-5176 or visit 
www.ccschoolagendas.com.

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.
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MIDDLE/JR. HIGH AGENDA LAYOUT
Assignment calendar begins July 31, 2017, and ends June 29, 2018.

SIZE: 8 1/2” x 11”
CHARACTER COUNTS!® 5.0

Wheels of Success Domain
Each week emphasizes one of the

CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Wheels of Success
(Academic, Social/Emotional, and Character)

and a student command statement promoting
a corresponding value, skill, or character trait.

The alphanumeric codes accompanying the
statement and header above it direct

educators to a more detailed explanation of
each value, skill, or character trait found in

the Josephson Institute’s 5.0 Model
Standards. This layout provides teachers with

an organized framework for leading
discussions about student success. Each

statement also stands alone in offering
students sound advice that may be further

explained by teachers and families. 

Home/School 
Communication Section 

encourages correspondence
between teachers and the families

of students. 

Person of Character Biography 
A different influential person of character, who

demonstrates one of the Wheels of Success
and a corresponding value, skill, or character

trait through his or her life commitments or
specific actions, is profiled each week.
Included are an original drawing, brief

biography (written for teachers and families to
review with students), inspirational quotation,

and informational website. This
comprehensive character outline helps

teachers depict for their students how people
have exemplified each value, skill, or

character trait. 

Question/Exercise
The questions and/or exercises in the

discussion idea section are designed to
stimulate classroom discussion about the

topic of the week. They accompany our
character biographies to help students relate

to the Wheels of Success and offer them
suggestions on how they can practice

integrating the topic into their own lives. Also
for use by families in the student’s home, the

questions/exercises enable teachers to
emphasize and promote student skills for

success in their classrooms with little or no
planning on their part.  

Calendar

Value-, Skill-, or Character 
Trait-Related Contribution

In this section, we match each person’s story
to a value, skill, or character trait

corresponding with the weekly Wheel of
Success to illustrate the topic of the week
and further highlight the person’s positive

impact on the world and qualities that define
student success. 

Daily Family Member
Signature Block
helps ensure assignments are
reviewed at home. 

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.
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AVAILABLE OPTIONS
See pages 22 and 23 for details.

1. PERSONALIZATION
2. SCHOOL HANDBOOK
3. HALL PASSES
4. VINYL POUCHES
5. PLANNING STICKERS
6. TEACHER EDITIONS
7. PAGE-FINDER RULERS
8. WALL CHARTS
9. PEOPLE OF CHARACTER 

POSTERS
10. FOLDERS

Our 2017-2018 agendas are printed on recycled paper!

Sections to Record Weekly Goals & Long-Term Assignments keep students well prepared and organized.

Ample Space to Record
Daily Assignments

Several Pages of Resource Materials appropriate for middle/jr. high school students (grades 6-8)
are also provided in the CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agendas. This information serves as a functional reference tool for students.

TO REQUEST A QUOTE AND A FREE SAMPLE,
call 1-800-518-5176 or visit 
www.ccschoolagendas.com.

See pages 4 and 5 for the intended use of the various 
5.0 Wheels of Success agenda sections pictured here.

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.
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Our 2017-2018 agendas are printed on recycled paper!

Value-, Skill-, or Character 
Trait-Related Contribution

In this section, we match each person’s story to a
value, skill, or character trait corresponding with

the weekly Wheel of Success to illustrate the topic
of the week and further highlight the person’s
positive impact on the world and qualities that

define student success. 

Person of Character Biography
A different influential person of character, who

demonstrates one of the Wheels of Success and a
corresponding value, skill, or character trait

through his or her life commitments or specific
actions, is profiled each week. Included are an

original drawing, brief biography (written for
teachers and families to review with students),

inspirational quotation, informational website, and
statement promoting the week’s value, skill, or
character trait (also coded for teacher use with

Josephson’s Model Standards). This
comprehensive character outline stimulates

classroom and home discussion regarding student
success and helps teachers depict for their

students how people have exemplified each value,
skill, or character trait.  

Evening Planning 
and weekend sections encourage students to

complete their assignments in an efficient,
timely manner. 

Ample Space to Record 
Daily Assignments

Section to Record Weekly Goals
keeps students well prepared and organized.

Calendar

HIGH SCHOOL/COLLEGE AGENDA LAYOUT
Assignment calendar begins July 31, 2017, and ends July 1, 2018.

SIZE: 6” x 9”

See pages 4 and 5 for the intended use of the various 
5.0 Wheels of Success agenda sections pictured here.

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.
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AVAILABLE OPTIONS
See pages 22 and 23 for details.

1. PERSONALIZATION
2. SCHOOL HANDBOOK
3. HALL PASSES
4. VINYL POUCHES
5. PLANNING STICKERS
6. TEACHER EDITIONS
7. PAGE-FINDER RULERS
8. WALL CHARTS
9. PEOPLE OF CHARACTER 

POSTERS
10. FOLDERS

Question/Exercise 
This section can be explored by students
independently or utilized by teachers as a discussion
idea to stimulate classroom conversation about the
topic of the week. Consisting of various questions
and/or exercises, it accompanies each of our
character biographies to help students relate to the
Wheels of Success and offer them suggestions on
how they can practice integrating the topic into their
own lives. 

Several Pages of Resource Materials appropriate for high school students (grades 9-12) are also provided in the
CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agendas. This information serves as a functional reference tool for students.

CHARACTER COUNTS!® 5.0 Wheels of Success Domain
Each week emphasizes one of the CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Wheels of Success (Academic, Social/Emotional, and
Character) and a student command statement promoting a corresponding value, skill, or character trait. The
alphanumeric codes accompanying the statement and header above it direct educators to a more detailed explanation
of each value, skill, or character trait found in the Josephson Institute’s 5.0 Model Standards. This layout provides
teachers and families with an organized framework for leading discussions about student success. 

TO REQUEST A QUOTE AND A FREE SAMPLE,
call 1-800-518-5176 or visit 
www.ccschoolagendas.com.

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.
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K. Left Brain/Right Brain

G. Pillar Pencil

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

F. Captions

The covers on these two pages feature some past favorite designs that remain as part of our 2017‐’18 cover
selections. New designs have also been added. 
All covers displayed on these pages are made of durable plastic and include a clear window. They are available with or without personalization, which can be printed in color or black and white. 
If purchased, personalization (school name and/or logo) will be printed on each agenda’s first sheet of paper (slip sheet) and be visible through the window. The window section for stock agendas
(without personalization) has been designed so a student may write his or her name in the clear area.

Primary, Elementary, and Middle/Jr. High Covers  (8 1/2” x 11” SIZE)

DURABLE PLASTIC COVERS

D. Diversi-Tree

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

A. Dinosaurs 

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

C. Furry Friends• Displays The Six Pillars of Character ®

B. Share Your World

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

I. Elements of Success
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J. Gear Up

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

NEW

TO REQUEST A QUOTE AND A FREE SAMPLE, call 1-800-518-5176 or visit www.ccschoolagendas.com.

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

H. Aim High

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

E. School Tools • Displays The Six Pillars of Character ®

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

L. Celebrate

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW
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T . Independence

DURABLE PLASTIC COVERS

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

High School/College Covers (6” x 9” SIZE)

HF. Earth MattersHE. Math Matters

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

HA. World Peace

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

HB. Clockwork

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

HD. Harmony

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

To view larger versions of cover choices online, go to www.ccschoolagendas.com/covers/stock-covers/.
“CHARACTER COUNTS!” and “The Six Pillars of Character” are registered trademarks of Josephson Institute.

HC. That ‘70s Cover

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

• Displays The Six Pillars of Character ®

HH. Science Rules

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

• Displays The Six Pillars of Character ®

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

M. Education

NEW

HG. Focus on Education

SCHOOL
NAME &
LOGO

(OPTIONAL)

NEW



School Handbook
Your school’s handbook, policies, sponsor pages, or calendar may be printed in
color or black and white and bound into the front of each agenda in any page
count you require (1 sheet printed one side = 1 page). See page 24 for
submission instructions.

  ENHANCE YOUR SCHOOL AGENDA
BOUND OPTIONS 
May only be purchased with CUSTOM AGENDAS (minimum order 50)

Color Option 
Available!

Teacher Editions
Now available for both 6” x 9” and 8 1/2” x 11” Custom Planners

Color Option
Available!
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Personalization
Our front cover designs feature a clear window designed to display your school name
and/or logo. Your personalization will be printed on the agendas’ first sheet of paper
(slip sheet) in color or black and white and be visible through the window. See page 25
for submission instructions.

Hall Passes
One sheet (printed two sides on sturdy index card stock) is bound into the back of each
agenda. Primary, elementary, and middle/jr. high hall passes are 8 1/2” x 11” and feature
two semesters per side, with 26 writing spaces per semester. High school hall pass
pages are 6” x 9” and feature two semesters per side, with 23 writing spaces per
semester.

Planning Stickers
Consider adding one page of planning stickers to serve as attention-getting reminders
for special events and dates. Stickers are bound into the back of each agenda.

Vinyl Pouches
Add a vinyl pouch to your agendas so students may easily transport important papers
between home and school. Primary, elementary, and middle/jr. high pouches (8 1/2” x
11”), along with high school pouches (6” x 9”), are divided into two pockets for 
holding a variety of items, including documents, notes, homework, etc. Pouches 
are bound into the back of each agenda.

TEACHER EDITIONS are Custom Agendas that include the same bound
options ordered in the student agenda, plus either the addition of Teacher 
Grade Record Pages (80 pages), Teacher Lesson Plan Pages (80 pages), or both
Teacher Edition options (160 pages) bound into the back of the student agenda.

Grade Record Pages (80 Pages)
– Now available in 6” x 9” and 8 1/2” x 11” formats

Lesson Plan Pages (80 Pages)
– Now available in 6” x 9” and 8 1/2” x 11” formats

Larger images of options may be viewed at www.ccschoolagendas.com/options/.



Page-Finder Rulers
Clear plastic rulers snap into our agendas’ plastic binding to serve as convenient
page finders. Printed with both inches and metric measurements. Rulers are
bundled separately and included with agendas.

Wall Charts
Our wall charts, the perfect complement to our school agendas, are designed to allow teachers to write in their own subjects and thus customize the charts to fit their classroom needs.
Available for all levels, the charts are 36” x 24” in a laminated dry erasable format (marker not included). Reversible, they are printed back-to-back as follows: primary/elementary; column
elementary-middle/high. Sold in cases of five (same level).  

People of Character Posters 
Sets A, B, and C available

Sold in Sets of Six or 
Individually
Our large (24” x 36”), vivid, full color original art posters 
effectively showcase influential people of character who have 
shaped society, along with the pillars and traits they best represent.
See page 29 for a complete list of the people featured on our posters.

NON-BOUND OPTIONS
May be purchased with STOCK or CUSTOM Agendas

Primary/ElementaryColumn Elementary-Middle/High

www.ccschoolagendas.com | Call Toll Free: 1-800-518-5176 23

Larger images of options may be viewed at www.ccschoolagendas.com/options/.

  ENHANCE YOUR SCHOOL AGENDA

Custom Printed Plastic Folders
9 1/2” x 11 3/4”
Our custom imprinted school folders are the perfect durable
resource for students to store and transport important documents
to and from school. They’re also great for faculty and staff. Durable
and stain- and water-resistant, they are available in 18 different
colors, with either sonic welded or tuck tab pockets. Your school
name, mascot, handbook, or policies can be printed on the folders’
covers or above the pockets.  

Ask Your Agenda Consultant for a Custom Quote!

TO REQUEST A QUOTE AND A FREE SAMPLE,
call 1-800-518-5176 or visit 
www.ccschoolagendas.com.
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Top: 1 inch

Right: 1 inch

Le
ft

: 1
 in

ch
Bottom: 1inch

Primary, Elementary & Middle 
Example, 8 1/2” X 11”

11”

8 1/2”

Top: 1/2 inch

Right: 1/2 inchLe
ft

: 1
/2

 in
ch

Bottom: 1/2 inch

High School/College
Example, 6” X 9”

9”

6”

Handbook Margin Examples

HANDBOOK SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS

If you have concerns about how you have formatted your
handbook, consult with a computer expert within your 
faculty prior to submission. This will help you avoid any fees
or delays in production.

STEP 1 SELECT YOUR PAGE SIZE
(before adding content to your document)

Format your page size. High school agendas = 6" x 9"; all other agenda levels = 8 ½" x 11" 
PC Users: Go to File/Page Setup/Paper. 
Mac Users: Go to File/Page Setup/Settings: Custom Paper Size.
(Click on box labeled "Use custom page size," enter your page settings, and click OK.)

STEP 2 SET YOUR MARGINS
(before adding content to your document)

High school agendas = 1/2" margins on all sides; all other agendas = 1" margins on all four sides 
PC Users: Go to File/Page Setup/Margins.
Mac Users: Go to Format/Document: Margins. 

* Margin guidelines must be followed to ensure agendas’ plastic coil binding and three-hole 
punches will not interfere with handbook text.

STEP 3 CREATE YOUR DOCUMENT
•  FONTS: Select only from Arial, Arial Black, Bookman, Century, Century Gothic, 

Comic Sans MS, Courier, Garamond, Helvetica, Microsoft Sans Serif, Palatino, 
Tahoma,  Times New Roman, Verdana.

•  BLACK & WHITE HANDBOOKS: Use BLACK TYPE only. 
•  PHOTOS & CLIP ART may be included but may not reproduce with original clarity.
•  PAGE NUMBERS: MUST BE INCLUDED on every page for proper collation. Place at least ¼” from the bottom 

of each page.  
•  PAGE QUANTITY: Pages may be added individually (1 sheet printed 1 side = 1 page). 

Total number of pages includes the title page (if provided).

STEP 4 SUBMIT YOUR FINISHED HANDBOOK
Submit Electronically (E-mail or mailed disk): All electronic handbooks MUST BE IN PDF FORMAT ONLY. 
Name your file before converting it to a .PDF.

PC Users: Go to File/Print and then select Adobe PDF from printer drop-down menu. Click OK.
Mac Users: Go to File/Print/PDF/Save as PDF/Save.

* Adobe Reader is required to create .PDF documents. If you do not have Adobe Reader installed on 
your computer, go to http://get.adobe.com/reader/ for your free download. Files prepared using an 
online converter ARE NOT RECOMMENDED AND MAY PRODUCE UNEXPECTED RESULTS.

* Improper formatting of your handbook may cause errors such as improper text wraps, unnecessary spacing, 
additional page breaks, and missing tables or graphics. We are not responsible for errors resulting from improper
formatting.

* Color handbook pages must be submitted in a .PDF document independent from black-and-white handbook pages.

Submit as Hard Copy (Mailed paper copy) – DOs and DON'Ts:  
DO use WHITE paper only.
DO insert blank sheets of paper to indicate tear-out pages that should remain blank on one side.
DON'T use double-sided copies.
DON'T fold pages or use staples, tape, or glue on them.
DON'T send faxed copies. They WILL NOT be accepted.

* Handbooks submitted as hard copy must be scanned by Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc. and, therefore, 
are subject to extra fees (see “Scanning” and “Reduction” fees below). 

SCANNING, REDUCTION, AND TYPESETTING FEES 
(apply to all hard copy handbooks):

SCANNING: The following fees apply:
TOTAL HANDBOOK PAGE COUNT: 1-25 26-50 51-75 76+

SCANNING FEE: $25 $35 $45       $55
REDUCTION: Handbooks requiring reduction to proper page size will incur an additional fee of $5
per page. If corrections are needed to handbooks we reduced in previous years, reduction fees will apply.
TYPESETTING: Handbooks requiring reformatting or typesetting of text will incur an additional fee of $20 per page. 
Pages requiring reformatting of graphics, charts, tables, or any material in a columnar layout will incur a fee of $30 each.
If corrections are needed to handbooks we typeset in previous years, typesetting fees will apply.

Color Option Available!

* The following steps apply to all Microsoft Word documents.

Including your school handbook is as easy as following four simple steps ...

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS ABOUT THE PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION OF YOUR HANDBOOK, 
FEEL FREE TO CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT AT 1-800-518-5176. 

OUR REPRESENTATIVES ARE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU!

Proofs are not supplied for handbooks and artwork
submitted in PDF format. The customer is responsible
for handbook content and margin set up.
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ADD YOUR SCHOOL NAME/LOGO
Our front cover designs feature a clear window designed to display your school name and/or logo.
Your personalization will be printed on the agendas’ first sheet of paper (slip sheet) in color or black
and white and be visible through the window. PLEASE NOTE:

• Artwork may be submitted in color or black and white. Fees will apply.  
• School logos, images, and any submitted type should be clear and sharp. Logos and images should be submitted at

a resolution of 300 dpi.
• School logos/images should be submitted at or larger than the intended size for reproduction. We will shrink them 

to fit inside personalization window when necessary.
• We do not recommend providing logos/artwork downloaded from the Internet. Doing so may result in additional fees,

as web images can be of low quality and require extra design work.

MASCOT CHOICES AVAILABLE AT:
www.ccschoolagendas.com/covers/mascots/

If your school is in need of a quality line art image for personalizing your agendas, simply select a mascot from
among those displayed on our website. 

CUSTOM COVERS
You may also submit your own front and/or back cover design in color or black and white.
An additional fee will apply. PLEASE NOTE:

• Submit at a resolution of 300 dpi, CMYK color, in one of the following file formats: PDF, EPS (with fonts 
converted to outlines), TIF, or JPEG.

• Trim size for primary, elementary, column elementary and middle/jr. high agendas: 8.375” width x 
10.875” height

• Trim size for high school agendas: 6” width x 9” height
• If the artwork bleeds off the cover, add 1/8″ all the way around, and allow the artwork to extend into 

that area.
• Please phone us at 1-800-518-5176 if you have additional questions regarding custom cover specs. 

PERSONALIZED AGENDAS SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS

EXAMPLE:
STOCK AGENDA   

EXAMPLE: 
PERSONALIZED SLIP SHEET   

EXAMPLE: 
FINAL CUSTOM AGENDA

W/PERSONALIZED SLIP SHEET  
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Who is a good sponsor prospect? … 
Almost anyone, but especially a parent/PTA member who is
also a business owner or manager. Good matches for
sponsorship include: banks/credit unions, fast food chains,
car dealers, karate/dance schools, contractors, ice cream
parlors, restaurants, radio stations, malls, real estate firms,
and medical professionals.

Companies small and large support the goals of student
planners and character education. If given the opportunity,
most will commit funds for your school/district to invest in
the CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agendas in exchange
for recognition through an advertisement displayed on the
agenda’s back cover or insert page. We can also custom
design a front cover cooperating your school name/mascot
with the sponsor’s identity.

Your agenda consultant can guide 
you through the process …
Before scheduling a meeting with a prospective sponsor, 
secure a quote from an agenda consultant by phoning 
1-800-518-5176. When in front of a management-level
decision maker, acknowledge your school’s/district's
commitment to use of the CHARACTER COUNTS! School
Agenda and its significance in implementing/supporting
your character education program. Note its role in
cultivating lifelong organizational skills and the fact a
parent/guardian must sign the agenda – required for all
students – daily. The merchant must know the agenda will
be used.

Stress the advertising benefits to 
the prospective sponsor …
Because the agenda is used daily by students, parents, and
teachers, the sponsor’s message is delivered to the heart of
the community (families with kids) consistently for the school
year’s 40+ weeks. Sponsorship also strengthens the
advertiser’s community image by supporting a program and
publication designed to boost students’ academic success,
ethical standards, and self-esteem.

Preferred 100 or 50 Percent Approach … 
Upon finalizing your agenda order cost, request your
prospective sponsor pay all or half in exchange for a back
cover ad. Emphasize the unit (single agenda) cost per family
for the school year. You may find several sponsors and split
the cost accordingly. Many businesses will see this as a
unique chance to help your school/district and benefit by
showcasing their products/services to a family market for the
entire school year.

Safe and Drug Free Funding Available …
Our customers often obtain Safe and Drug Free or Title 1
funding for purchase of the CHARACTER COUNTS! School
Agendas. Speak with your county’s/district’s Safe and Drug
Free or Title 1 coordinator about this funding when preparing
your order. More information can be found on the Department
of Education website at www.ed.gov.

SECURE A SPONSOR
TO REDUCE YOUR AGENDA COST
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For your convenience, we would be happy to take your order or provide a quote over the
telephone.  Doing so will save you time. We will also explain to you all of the available
agenda options and guidelines and make you aware of any offers not featured in our
catalog. 

We can accommodate many types of payment methods. We accept most major credit
cards, purchase orders (if required), delayed billing, early billing, special invoice terms,
sponsor payments, etc. 

To place an order or receive a quote, simply call our toll-free number: 1-800-518-5176.
One of our trained customer service professionals would be pleased to assist you. If
you phone before or after our normal Monday through Friday business hours, please
leave a voice mail message at extension 1012 and inform us of when (during our normal
business hours) you would prefer we return your call. A representative will then follow
up with you at this designated time.  

Once we have spoken with you, a quote or order confirmation form will be forwarded to
you via E-mail (in a PDF file), fax, or regular mail. Therefore, please be prepared to
provide us with your E-mail address.  

We Encourage You to Order or 
Request a Quote By Telephone!

GIVE US A CALL!
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU!

CALL US TODAY!
1-800-518-5176

A number of our CHARACTER COUNTS!® 5.0 customer
service staff are CHARACTER COUNTS! Character

Development Seminar (CDS) graduates.

So here is our Price Pledge to you … 
Be fair. Tell us where you need to be in order to invest in our CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agendas, and we will

do our best to provide you with a quote that meets your budget.
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CUSTOM PRINTED PLASTIC FOLDERS
Students of any age need to be organized. Our custom imprinted school folders
are the perfect durable resource for students to store and transport important

documents to and from school. They’re also great for faculty and staff.

Durable and stain- and water-resistant, plastic folders from Alliance Publishing and
Marketing will last for the entire school year. Chances are they will be lost before
they wear out! Choose from either Sonic Welded Pockets or Tuck Tab Pockets.

CUSTOM PRINTED COVERS & POCKETS
Print your school name and/or mascot on the front cover, and custom print

the back cover and inside pockets for no additional charge!

INCLUDE YOUR SCHOOL
HANDBOOK/POLICIES

Print your school handbook and/or policies
above the pockets for a small additional fee.

CHOOSE FROM 

18 FOLDER COLORS!
(Visit www.ccschoolagendas.com

for color selection.) 

Print in 1 to 3 colors.

Ask your agenda consultant for a custom quote.

Call 1-800-518-5176 today!

Minimum order for custom
printed folders is 100.

TO SCHOOL TAKE HOME

Folder Size

9 1/2” x 11 3/4”
Sonic 
Welded
or
Tuck Tab

Assembly Required
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Our 24” x 36” full color people of character posters vividly depict
historical and contemporary members of society who have
shaped our world in positive ways. Each individual has been
matched with one of The Six Pillars of Character® and the
corresponding trait he or she best represents. The likeness of
each person has been beautifully captured in an original oil-on-
canvas painting that has been integrated into the poster layout
along with a corresponding biography and inspirational
quotation. While these posters work hand-in-hand with our
student agendas, they also stand alone as effective educational
tools to be displayed in the classroom or school corridors.

Currently, we offer three sets of posters.  
The people of character featured in each set are listed above
with their respective pillars and corresponding traits.

A large rendering of each poster may be viewed at www.ccschoolagendas.com/options/posters/.

SET A
Harriet Tubman
Trustworthiness – Reliability (Code A1)
Martin Luther King Jr. 
Respect – Value All People (Code A2)
Louis Armstrong
Responsibility – Take Charge of Your Own Life (Code A3)
Rosa Parks 
Fairness – Be Fair (Code A4)
Mother Teresa
Caring – Be Loving (Code A5)
Thomas Edison
Citizenship – Do Your Share (Code A6)

SET B
Nelson Mandela
Trustworthiness – Stand up for Your Beliefs (Code B1)
Dr. Maya Angelou
Respect – Tolerance (Code B2)
Jackie Robinson
Responsibility – Pursue Excellence (Code B3)
Dr. Sally Ride
Fairness – Openness (Code B4)
Roberto Clemente
Caring – Help People in Need (Code B5)
Jimmy Carter
Citizenship – Do Your Share (Code B6)

SET C
Hank Aaron
Trustworthiness – Integrity (Code C1)
Anne Frank
Respect – Tolerance (Code C2)
Helen Keller
Responsibility – Self-Control (Code C3)
Abraham Lincoln
Fairness – Justice (Code C4)
Oprah Winfrey
Caring – Be Charitable (Code C5)
Albert Einstein
Citizenship – Pursue the Common Good (Code C6)

CAN BE PURCHASED IN SETS OF SIX OR INDIVIDUALLY

PEOPLE OF CHARACTER POSTERS
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If your school or organization is placing a reorder, requires cover
personalization or a custom printed handbook, or needs more than

25 agendas, please phone our office at 1-800-518-5176 and request a
custom quote from one of our agenda consultants.

Deluxe Agendas Include the Following Bound Options (see pages 22 & 23):

Two-Pocket Vinyl Pouch, Level Appropriate Sticker Sheet, and
Hall Pass, plus Snap-in Page-Finder Ruler

Cover personalization or handbook inclusion is not available for online orders.

All major credit cards accepted.

ORDER 25 OR FEWER AGENDAS ONLINE!

Only STOCK (no bound options) or DELUXE Version 
CHARACTER COUNTS! School Agendas 
are available through our online store.

If you are ordering 25 or fewer CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agendas, you may order online at the
CHARACTER COUNTS! online store. (store.charactercounts.org/product-category/agendas/) 
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OUR PRICE PLEDGE TO YOU...

SHIPPING Allow approximatel y 3-5 business days from ship date for delivery. Overseas shipping will take approximately 8-10 weeks. Call 1-800-518-5176 for
shipping rates. Due to Homeland Security, APO & FPO orders must be shipped via U.S. Postal Service. The following production schedule outlines the date by which your agendas will
ship in accordance with when we receive your order and all materials approved for production:

2017-2018 PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

SEPT 4    -----------------------------> JIUL 31
SEPT 11  -----------------------------> AUG 7
SEPT 18  -----------------------------> AUG 14
SEPT 25  -----------------------------> AUG 21
OCT 2     -----------------------------> AUG 28
OCT 9     -----------------------------> SEPT 4

POLICIES
1. A signed order form, order confirmation, or quote is a binding agreement and constitutes placement of an order for the term of the agreement. Orders must be signed and
submitted on Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc.’s forms. 2. The school/district is responsible for any order placed by an agent of the school/district. Agents include – but are not
limited to – the following titles: principal, assistant principal, secretary, guidance counselor, teacher, PTA/PTO officer, business manager, bookkeeper, school purchasing agent, athletic
director, coach. All orders including multi-year order agreements shall remain in effect for the term of the agreement and may not be canceled by a change in personnel, or for any
other reason. Orders signed before January 1 of any calendar year may be canceled (at the discretion of Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc.) within 30 days of the signed order
date. Orders that are in production may not be canceled for any reason. 3. Purchase orders are viewed by Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc., as internal documents between
schools and school districts. Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc., reserves the right to move any signed order into production after the cancellation grace period has expired. 4.
Payment can be made by check, money order, or by using MasterCard, VISA, or American Express. An invoice will be sent during the first few business days following shipment.
Payment is due within 30 days from the invoice date, unless other arrangements have been made. A finance charge of 1.5% per month will be applied to the total unpaid balance
after 30 days. 5. Only Maryland for-profit schools are required to pay sales tax. 6. The production time period begins when all items required for custom printing (camera-ready
handbook, school logo, etc.) are complete and have been received by APM. 7. Special quote prices are not valid on reorders. 8. If books are returned to APM because no one is
available to receive the shipment or the shipment is rerouted, the customer is responsible for the additional shipping charges. We are not liable for shipping delays due to strikes or
any other reason beyond APM’s control.  9. Damaged or defective books must be reported to APM within 10 business days of receipt. APM reserves the right to replace or credit
defective materials.  10. Proofs are not supplied for handbooks and artwork submitted in PDF format. The customer is responsible for handbook content and margin set up.  11. If an
order is canceled and accepted by Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc., the customer is liable for any actual costs associated with printing, preparation, or production. Because
books include a dated school year calendar, they cannot be returned for any reason. 12. Minimum order for stock and custom agendas is 50.

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.

So here is our Price Pledge to you …
When we speak with you, please share your current student planner 
price and let us know where you need to be in order to invest in our 
CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agendas. We will do our best to provide 
you with a quote that meets your budget.

For a Custom Quote, Phone: 1-800-518-5176 
(8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. EST Monday through Friday) or simply complete the 
short online quote form at www.ccschoolagendas.com.

Please feel free to call us at 1-800-518-5176 to discuss your needs. If you need us to call you before or after our
normal business hours, please let us know when you are available (day and time based upon your time zone).

We look forward to serving you!

(Pertains to ALL Catalog Items.  Special request items will take longer; call 1-800-518-5176 for details.)

We are keenly aware of the budget challenges the educational
community has been experiencing. As a result, we have done 
away with our published price list.

MAY 22   -----------------------------> APR 17
JUNE 5    -----------------------------> MAY 1
JUNE 19  -----------------------------> MAY 15
JULY 3     -----------------------------> MAY 29
JULY 17   -----------------------------> JUNE 12
JULY 24   -----------------------------> JUNE 19

JULY 31   -----------------------------> JUNE 26
AUG 7      -----------------------------> JULY 3
AUG 14    -----------------------------> JULY 10
AUG 21    -----------------------------> JULY 17
AUG 28    -----------------------------> JULY 24

If you want your
items to ship by…*

You must complete
your order by…**

*  Your books will be delivered within 3-5 business days from this date. Large freight orders may take longer. Ask your customer service rep for de-
tails. 
** Special delivery instructions and all custom artwork/materials necessary to complete your order must also be submitted by this date. 

If you want your
items to ship by…*

You must complete
your order by…**

If you want your
items to ship by…*

You must complete
your order by…**




